Abstract. We define nodal finite dimensional algebras and describe their structure over an algebraically closed field. For a special class of such algebras (type A) we find a criterion of tameness.
Introduction
Nodal (infinite dimensional) algebras first appeared (without this name) in the paper [4] as pure noetherian 1 algebras that are tame with respect to the classification of finite length modules. In [3] their derived categories of modules were described showing that such algebras are also derived tame. Voloshyn [13] described their structure. The definition of nodal algebras can easily be applied to finite dimensional algebras too. The simplest examples show that in finite dimensional case the above mentioned results are no more true: most nodal algebras are wild. It is not so strange, since they are obtained from hereditary algebras, most of which are also wild, in contrast to pure noetherian case, where the only hereditary algebras are those of type A. Moreover, even if we start from hereditary algebras of type A, we often obtain wild nodal algebras. So the natural question arise, which nodal algebras are indeed tame, at least if we start from a hereditary algebra of type A or A. In this paper we give an answer to this question (Theorem 5.2).
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 1 we give the definition of nodal algebras and their description when the base field is algebraically closed. This description is alike that of [13] . Namely, a nodal algebra is obtained from a hereditary one by two operations called gluing and blowing up. Equivalently, it can be given by a quiver and a certain symmetric relation on its vertices. In Section 2 we consider a special sort of gluings which do not imply representation types. In Section 3 gentle and skewed-gentle nodal algebras are described. Section 4 is devoted to a class of nodal algebras called exceptional. We determine their representation types. At last, in Section 5 we summarize the obtained results and determine representation types of all nodal algebras of type A.
Nodal algebras
We fix an algebraically closed field and consider algebras over . Moreover, if converse is not mentioned, all algebras are supposed to be finite dimensional. For such an algebra A we denote by A-mod the category of (left) finitely generated A-modules. If an algebra A is basic (i.e. A/ rad A ≃ s ), it can be given by a quiver (oriented graph) and relations (see [1] or [6] ). Namely, for a quiver Γ we denote by Γ the algebra of paths of Γ and J Γ be its ideal generated by all arrows. Then every basic algebra is isomorphic to Γ/I, where Γ is a quiver and I is an ideal of Γ such that J 2 Γ ⊇ I ⊇ J k Γ for some k. Moreover, the quiver Γ is uniquely defined; it is called the quiver of the algebra A. For a vertex i of this quiver we denote by Ar(i) the set of arrows incident to i. Under this presentation rad A = J Γ /I, so A/ rad A can be identified with the vector space generated by the "empty paths" ε i , where i runs the vertices of Γ. Note that 1 = i ε i is a decomposition of the unit of A into a sum of primitive orthogonal idempotents. Hence simple A-modules, as well as indecomposable projective A-modules are in one-to-one correspondence with the vertices of the quiver Γ. We denote byĀ i the simple module corresponding to the vertex i and by A i = ε i A the right projective A-module corresponding to this vertex. We also write i = α + (i = α − ) if the arrow α ends (respectively starts) at the vertex i. Usually the ideal I is given by a set of generators R which is then called the relations of the algebra A. Certainly, the set of relations (even a minimal one) is far from being unique. An arbitrary algebra can be given by a quiver Γ with relations and multiplicities m i of the vertices i ∈ Γ. Namely, it is isomorphic to End A P , where A is the basic algebra of A and P = i m i A i . (We denote by mM the direct sum of m copies of module M .) Recall also that path algebras of quivers without (oriented) cycles are just all hereditary basic algebras (up to isomorphism) [1, 6] . Definition 1.1. A (finite dimensional) algebra A is said to be nodal if there is a hereditary algebra H such that
rad A = rad H, (3) length A (H ⊗ A U ) ≤ 2 for each simple A-module U . We say that the nodal algebra A is related to the hereditary algebra H. Remark 1.2. From the description of nodal algebras it follows that the condition (3) may be replaced by the opposite one: (3 ′ ) length A (U ⊗ A H) ≤ 2 for each simple right A-module U (see Corollary 1.10 below). Proposition 1.3. If an algebra A ′ is Morita equivalent to a nodal algebra A related to a hereditary algebra H, then A ′ is a nodal algebra related to a hereditary algebra H ′ that is Morita equivalent to H.
Proof. Denote J = rad H = rad A. Let P be a projective generator of the category mod-A of right A-modules such that
Hence length
This proposition allows to consider only basic nodal algebras A, i.e. such that A/ rad A ≃ m for some m. We are going to present a construction that gives all basic nodal algebras. (1) Fix two indices i, j. LetĀ be the subalgebra ofB consisting of all m-tuples (λ 1 , λ 2 , . . . , λ m ) such that λ i = λ j , A be the preimage of A in B. We say that A is obtained from B by gluing the components B i andB j (or the corresponding vertices of the quiver of B). (1) If A is obtained from B by gluing componentsB i andB j , then it is basic and A/ rad
If A is obtained from B by blowing up a componentB i , then it is basic and A/ rad A =Ā i1 ×Ā i2 × k =iB k , whereĀ is = { λe ss | λ ∈ } and e ss (s ∈ {1, 2}) denote the diagonal matrix units inB i ≃ Mat(2, ). Moreover, rad A = rad B ′ and B ⊗ AĀis ≃ V , where V is the simpleB ′ i -module. We call the componentĀ ij in the former case and the componentsĀ is in the latter case the new components of A. We also identify all other simple components ofĀ with those ofB. Proposition 1.6. Under the notations of Definition 1.4 suppose that the algebra B is given by a quiver Γ with a set of relations R.
(1) Let A be obtained from B by gluing the components corresponding to vertices i and j. Then the quiver of A is obtained from Γ by identifying the vertices i and j, while the set of relations for A is R ∪ R ′ , where R ′ is the set of all products αβ, where α starts at i (or at j) and β ends at j (respectively, at i). (2) Let A be obtained from B by blowing up the component corresponding to a vertex i and there are no loops at this vertex. 2 Then the quiver of A and the set of relations for A are obtained as follows:
• replace the vertex i by two vertices i ′ and i ′′ ;
• replace every arrow α : j → i by two arrows α ′ : j → i ′ and α ′′ : j → i ′′ ; • replace every arrow β : i → j by two arrows β ′ : i ′ → j and β ′′ : i ′′ → j; • replace every relation r containing arrows from Ar(i) by two relations r ′ and r ′′ , where r ′ (r ′′ ) is obtained from r by replacing each arrow α ∈ Ar(i) by α ′ (respectively, by α ′′ ); • keep all other relations;
• for every pair of arrows α starting at i and β ending at i add a relation α ′ β ′ = α ′′ β ′′ . A 0 = B; for 1 ≤ k ≤ r the algebra A k is obtained from A k−1 by gluing the componentsB i k andB j k ; for r < k ≤ r + s the algebra A k is obtained from A k−1 by blowing up the componentB i k . In this case we say that the algebra A = A r+s is obtained from B by the suitable sequence of gluings and blowings up defined by the sequence of indices (i 1 , i 2 , . . . , i r+s , j 1 , j 2 , . . . , j r ). Note that the order of these gluings and blowings up does not imply the resulting algebra A.
Usually such sequence of gluings and blowings up is given by a symmetric relation ∼ (not an equivalence!) on the vertices of the quiver of B or, the same, on the set of simple B-modulesB i : In other words, a basic nodal algebra can be given by a quiver and a symmetric relation ∼ on the set of its vertices such that # { j | i ∼ j } ≤ 1 for each vertex i.
Proof. Proposition 1.5 implies that if an algebra A is obtained from a basic hereditary algebra H by a suitable sequence of gluings and blowings up, then it is nodal. To prove the converse, we use a lemma about semisimple algebras.
and this isomorphism can be so chosen that S k × S q embeds into S i as the subalgebra of diagonal matrices. (2, ) . Then the unique simple S i -module is 2-dimensional. If S k is the only simple Smodule such that S k ⊂ S i , then it embeds into S i as the subalgebra of scalar matrices, thus L ik ≃ S i is of dimension 4, which is impossible. Hence there is another index q = k such that S q ⊂ S i . Then the image of S k × S q ≃ 2 in Mat(2, ) is conjugate to the subalgebra of diagonal matrices [6, Chapter II, Exercise 2].
Let now A be a nodal algebra related to a hereditary algebra H, S = H/ rad H andĀ = A/ rad A. We denote by H the basic algebra of H [6, Section III.5] and for each simple component S i of S we denote byH i the corresponding simple components ofH = H/ rad H. We can apply Lemma 1.9 to the algebra S = H/ rad H and its subalgebraĀ = A/ rad A. Let (i 1 , j 1 ), . . . , (i r , j r ) be all indices such that the products S i k × S j k occur as in the case (2) of the Lemma, while i r+1 , . . . , i r+s be all indices such that S i k occur in the case (3). Then it is evident that A is obtained from H by the suitable sequence of gluings and blowings up defined by the sequence of indices (i 1 , i 2 , . . . , i r+s , j 1 , j 2 , . . . , j r ).
Since the construction of gluing and blowing up is left-right symmetric, we get the following corollary. Corollary 1.10. If an algebra A is nodal, so is its opposite algebra. In particular, in the Definition 1.1 one can replace the condition (3) by the condition (3 ′ ) from Remark 1.2.
Thus, to define a basic nodal algebra, we have to define a quiver Γ and a sequence of its vertices (i 1 , i 2 , . . . , i r+s , j 1 , j 2 , . . . , j r ). Actually, one can easily describe the resulting algebra A by its quiver and relations. Namely, we must proceed as follows:
(1) For each 1 ≤ k ≤ r (a) we glue the vertices i k and j k keeping all arrows starting and ending at these vertices; (b) if an arrow α starts at the vertex i k (or j k ) and an arrow β ends at the vertex j k (respectively i k ), we impose the relation αβ = 0. (2) For each r < k ≤ r + s (a) we replace each vertex i k by two vertices i ′ k and i ′′ k ; (b) we replace each arrow α : j → i k by two arrows α ′ : j → i ′ k and α ′′ : j → i ′′ k ; (c) we replace each arrow β : i k → j by two arrows β ′ : i ′ k → j and β ′′ : i ′′ k → j; (d) if an arrow β starts at the vertex i k and an arrow α ends at this vertex, we impose the relation
We say that A is a nodal algebra of type Γ. In particular, if Γ is a Dynkin quiver of type A or a Euclidean quiver of typeÃ, we say that A is a nodal algebra of type A. To define a nodal algebra which is not necessarily basic, we also have to prescribe the multiples l i for each vertex i so that
In what follows we often present a basic nodal algebra by the quiver Γ, just marking the vertices i 1 , i 2 , . . . , i r , j 1 , j 2 , . . . , j r by bullets, with the indices 1, 2, . . . , r, and marking the vertices i r+1 , . . . , i r+s by circles. For instance:
•2 In this example the resulting nodal algebra A is given by the quiver with relations
y y
Inessential gluings
In this section we study one type of gluing which never implies the representation type.
Definition 2.1. Let a basic algebra B is given by a quiver Γ with relations and an algebra A is obtained from B by gluing the components corresponding to the vertices i and j such that there are no arrows ending at i and no arrows starting at j. Then we say that this gluing is inessential.
It turns out that the categories A-mod and B-mod are "almost the same." Theorem 2.2. Under the conditions of Definition 2.1, there is an equivalence of the categories B-mod/ B i ,B j and A-mod/ Ā ij , where C/ M denotes the quotient category of C modulo the ideal of morphisms that factor through direct sums of objects from the set M.
Proof. We identify B-modules and A-modules with the representations of the corresponding quivers with relations. Recall that the quiver of A is obtained from that of B by gluing the vertices i and j into one vertex (ij). For a B-module M denote by FM the A-module such that
Thus we obtain a functor F : B-mod → A-mod. Obviously,
Let now N be an A-module. We define the B-module GN as follows:
Ker N (α),
Im N (β),
Gg(j) is the resriction of g(ij) onto GN (j).
Thus we obtain a functor G : A-mod → B-mod. Since GĀ ij = 0, it induces a functor g :
and Ker g(ij) ⊇ β + =(ij) Im N (β). So g(ij) induces the map
with Imḡ ⊆ α − =(ij) Ker N ′ (α). So g = g ′′ g ′ , where
Obviously, N ≃ mĀ ij for some m, so Ker G is just the ideal Ā ij . By the construction,
Ker α,
Im β,
Im N (β).
So we fix for every B-module M a retraction ρ M : M (j) → β + =j Im β, for every A-module N a retraction ρ N : N (ij) → β + =(ij) Im β and define the morphisms of functors
and
Evidently, if M has no direct summandsB i andB j , then φ M is an isomorphism. Also if N has no direct summandsĀ ij , then ψ N is an isomorphism. Therefore, g and f are mutually quasi-inverse, defining an equivalence of the categories B-mod/ B i ,B j and A-mod/ Ā ij .
Gentle and skewed-gentle case
In what follows we only consider non-hereditary nodal algebras, since the representation types of hereditary algebras are well-known. Evidently, blowing up a vertex i such that there are no arrows starting at i or no arrows ending at i, applied to a hereditary algebra, gives a hereditary algebra. The same happens if we glue vertices i and j such that there are no arrows starting at these vertices or no arrows ending at them.
Recall that a basic (finite dimensional) algebra A is said to be gentle if it is given by a quiver Γ with relations R such that (1) for every vertex i ∈ Γ, there are at most two arrows starting at i and at most two arrows ending at i; (2) all relations in R are of the form αβ for some arrows α, β; (3) if there are two arrows α 1 , α 2 starting at i, then, for each arrow β ending at i, either α 1 β ∈ R or α 2 β ∈ R, but not both; (4) if there are two arrows β 1 , β 2 ending at i, then, for each arrow α starting at i, either αβ 1 ∈ R or αβ 2 ∈ R, but not both. A basic algebra A is said to be skewed-gentle if it can be obtained from a gentle algebra B by blowing up some vertices i such that there is at most one arrow α starting at i, at most one arrow β ending at i and if both exist then αβ / ∈ R.
3
It is well-known that gentle and skewed-gentle algebras are tame, and even derived tame (i.e. their derived categories of finite dimensional modules are also tame). Skowronski and Waschbüsch [12] proved a criterion of representation finiteness for biserial algebras, the class containing, in particular, all gentle algebras. We give a complete description of nodal algebras which are gentle or skewed-gentle. Theorem 3.1. A nodal algebra A is skewed-gentle if and only if it is obtained from a direct product of hereditary algebras of type A or A by a suitable sequence of gluings and blowings up defined by a sequence of vertices such that, for each of them, there is at most one arrow starting and at most one arrow ending at this vertex. It is gentle if and only if, moreover, it is obtained using only gluings.
Proof. If A is related to a hereditary algebra H such that its quiver is not a disjoint union of quivers of type A or A, there is a vertex i in the quiver of H such that Ar(i) has at least 3 arrows. The same is then true for the quiver of A. Moreover, there are no relations containing more that one of these arrows, which is impossible in a gentle or skewed-gentle algebra.
So we can suppose that the quiver of H is a disjoint union of quivers of type A or A. Let A is obtained from H by a suitable sequence of gluings and blowings up defined by a sequence of vertices i 1 , i 2 , . . . , i r+s , j 1 , j 2 , . . . , j r . Suppose that there is an index 1 ≤ k ≤ r + s such that there are two arrows α 1 , α 2 ending at i k (the case of two starting arrows is analogous). If k ≤ r and there is an arrow ending at j k , there are 3 vertices ending at the vertex (ij) in the quiver of A, neither two of them occurring in the same relation, which is impossible in gentle or skewed-gentle case. If there is an arrow β starting at j k , it occurs in two zero relations βα 1 = βα 2 = 0, which is also impossible.
Finally, if we apply blowing up, we obtain three arrows incident to a vertex without zero relations between them which is impossible in a gentle algebra. Thus the conditions of the theorem are necessary.
On the contrary, let H be a hereditary algebra and its quiver is a disjoint union of quivers of type A or A, i 1 = i 2 be vertices of this quiver such that there is a unique arrow α k starting at i k as well as a unique arrow β k ending at i k (k = 1, 2). Then gluing of vertices i 1 , i 2 gives a vertex i = (i 1 i 2 ) in the quiver of the obtained algebra, two arrows α k starting at i and two arrows β k ending at i (i = 1, 2) satisfying relations α 1 β 2 = α 2 β 1 = 0. Therefore, gluing such vertices give a gentle algebra. Afterwards, blowing up vertices j such that there is one arrow α starting at j and one arrow β ending at it gives a skewed-gentle algebra since αβ = 0 in H.
Exceptional algebras
We consider some more algebras obtained from hereditary algebras of type A. Definition 4.1. Let H be a basic hereditary algebra with a quiver Γ.
(1) We call a pair of vertices (i, j) of the quiver Γ exceptional if they are contained in a full subquiver of the shape
where the orientation of the arrows α 2 , . . . , α n−1 is arbitrary. Possibly n = 1, then α 1 = α n : j → i in case (4.1) and α 1 = α n : i → j in case (4.2). (2) We call gluing of an exceptional pair of vertices exceptional gluing. (3) A nodal algebra is said to be exceptional if it is obtained from a hereditary algebra of type A by a suitable sequence of gluings consisting of one exceptional gluing and, maybe, several inessential gluings.
Recall that inessential gluing does not imply the representations type of an algebra. So we need not take them into account only considering exceptional algebras obtained by a unique exceptional gluing. Note that such gluing results in the algebra A given by the quiver with relations
in case (4.2). The dotted line consists of the arrows α 2 , . . . , α n−1 ; if n = 1, we get a loop α at the vertex (ij) with the relations α 2 = 0 and, respectively, αβ = 0 or βα = 0. We say that A is an (n, m, l)-exceptional algebra.
We determine representation types of exceptional algebras.
Proof. We consider an algebra A given by the quiver with relations (4.4). Denote by C the algebra given by the quiver with relations · · αn x xα 1 α n = 0
(the bullet shows the vertex (ij)). It is obtained from the path algebra of the quiver
αn G G n · by gluing vertices 0 and n. This gluing is inessential, so we can use Theorem 2.2. We are interested in the indecomposable representations of C that are non-zero at the vertex • . We denote by L the set of such representations. They arise from the representations of the quiver Γ n that are non-zero at the vertex 0 or n. Such representations areL i andL
We denote by L i and L ′ i respectively the representations FL i and
We denote by e i (0 ≤ i < n) and e ′ j (0 < i < n) basic vectors respectively of L i and L ′ j , and by e n , e ′ n basic vectors of
)(e n ) = 0. We consider the set E = { e 0 , e 1 , . . . , e n } and the relation ≺ on E, where u ≺ v means that there is a homomorphism f such that f (u) = v. From the wellknown (and elementary) description of representations of the quiver Γ and Theorem 2.2 it follows that ≺ is a linear order and e i ≺ e 0 ≺ e ′ j for all i, j. Let u 0 , u 1 , . . . , u 2n be such a numeration of the elements of E that u i ≺ u j if and only if i ≤ j (then u n = e 0 ), and e n = u k , e ′ n = u l (k < n < l). Note also that if f ∈ End L n , the matrix f (•) in the basis e n , e ′ n is of the shape λ 0 µ λ .
Let M be an A-module,M be its restriction onto
, where U i is generated by the images of the vectors u i . Note that, for i > n, u i = e ′ j for some j, so M (β)U i = 0. Therefore, the matrices M (β) and M (γ) shall be considered as block matrices
where the matrices B i , C i correspond to the summands U i . If f ∈ Hom A (M, N ), then f (•) is a block lower triangular matrix (f ij ), where f ij : U j → U i and f ij = 0 if i < j. Moreover, the non-zero blocks can be arbitrary with the only condition that f kk = f ll . Hence given any matrix f (•) with this condition and invertible diagonal blocks f ii , we can construct a module N isomorphic to M just setting
Then one can easily transform the matrix M (γ) so that there is at most one non-zero element (equal 1) in every row and in every column, if i / ∈ {k, l}, the non-zero rows of We subdivide the columns of the matrices B i respectively to this subdivision of C i . It gives 2(n + 2) new blocks B s (1 ≤ s ≤ 2(n + 2)). Namely, the blocks B s with s odd correspond to the non-zero blocks of the matrices C i and those with s even correspond to zero columns of C i . Two extra blocks come from the subdivision of C k into 4 vertical stripes. We also subdivide the blocks f ij of the matrix f (•) in the analogous way. From now on we only consider such representations that the matrix M (γ) is of the form reduced in this way. One can easily check that it imposes the restrictions on the matrix f (•) so that the new blocksf st obtained from f ij with 0 ≤ i, j ≤ n can only be non-zero (and then arbitrary) if and only if s > t and, moreover, either t is odd or s is even. It means that these new blocks can be considered as a representation of the poset (partially ordered set) S n+2 : . . .
2n + 3 t t t t t t t t t t t 2(n + 2)
(in the sense of [11] ). It is well-known [11] that S n+2 has finitely many indecomposable representations. It implies that A is representation finite if
We can suppose that the matrix M (γ 1 ) is of the form I 0 0 0 . Then the rows of all matrices C i shall be subdivided respectively to this division of M (γ 1 ):
. Moreover, if f is a homomorphism of such representations, then f (j 1 ) = c 1 c 2 0 c 3 . Quite analogously to the previous considerations one can see that, reducing M (γ) to a canonical form, we subdivide the columns of B i so that resulting problem becomes that of representations of
The results of [8, 10] imply that this problem is finite if n ≤ 2, tame if n = 3 and wild if n > 3. Therefore, so is the algebra A if m = 0 and l = 1.
If l > 1 then after a reduction of the matrices M (γ 2 ), M (γ 1 ) and M (γ) we obtain for M (β) the problem of the representations of the poset S ′′ n+4 analogous to S and S ′ but with 4 columns and n + 4 point in every column. This problem is wild [10] , hence the algebra A is also wild. If both l > 0 and m > 0, analogous consideration shows that if we reduce the matrix M (β 1 ) to the form I 0 0 0 , the rows of the matrix M (β) will also be subdivided, so that we obtain the problem on representations of a pair of posets [8] , one of them being S ′ n+3 and the other being linear ordered with 2 elements. It is known from [9] that this problem is wild, so the algebra A is wild as well.
Let now l = 0 and fix the subdivision of columns of M (β) described by the poset S n+2 as above. If we reduce the matrices M (β i ), which form representations of the quiver of type A m , the rows of M (β) will be subdivided so that as a result we obtain representations of the pair of posets, one of them being S n+2 and the other being linear ordered with m + 1 elements. The results of [8, 9] imply that this problem is representation finite if either m = 1, n ≤ 3 or 2 ≤ m ≤ 3, n = 1, tame if either m = 1, n = 4, or m = 2, n = 2, or m = 4, n = 1. In all other cases it is wild. Therefore, the same is true for the algebra A, which accomplishes the proof.
We use one more class of algebras. 
Final result
Now we can completely describe representation types of nodal algebras of type A.
Definition 5.1.
(1) We call an algebra A quasi-gentle if it can be obtained from a gentle or skewed-gentle algebra by a suitable sequence of inessential gluings. (2) We call an algebra good exceptional (good super-exceptional) if it is exceptional (respectively, super-exceptional) and not wild. Before proving this theorem, we show that gluing or blowing up cannot "improve" representation type. Proof. Let A is obtained by blowing up a vertex i. We suppose that there are no loops at this vertex. The case when there are such loops can be treated analogously but the formulae become more cumbersome. Note that in the further consideration we do not need this case. For a B-module
Let now A be obtained from B by gluing vertices i and j. As above, we suppose that there are no loops at these vertices. For a B-module M and analogous relations hold for the components of φ −1 (ij) with interchange of M and M ′ . We suppose that M has no direct summandsB i andB j . It immediately implies that α − =i Ker M (α) ⊆ β + =i Im M (β) and α − =j Ker M (α) ⊆ β + =j Im M (β). If M ′ also contains no direct summandsB i andB j , it satisfies the same conditions. Therefore Im ψ 21 ⊆ α − =j Ker M (α) ⊆ β + =j Im M (β), whence φ 12 ψ 21 = 0 and φ 11 ψ 11 = 1. Quite analogously, φ 22 ψ 22 = 1 and the same holds if we interchange φ and ψ. Therefore we obtain an isomorphism φ : M ∼ → M ′ settingφ(i) = φ 11 ,φ(j) = φ 22 andφ(k) = φ(k) if k / ∈ {i, j}.
Corollary 5.4. If an algebra A is obtained from B by gluing or blowing up and B is representation infinite or wild, then so is also A.
Proof of Theorem 5.2. We have already proved the "if" part of the theorem. So we only have to show that all other nodal algebras are wild. Moreover, we can suppose that there were no inessential gluings during the construction of a nodal algebra A. As A is neither gentle nor quasi-gentle, there must be at least one exceptional gluing. Hence A is obtained from an algebra B of the form (4.3) or (4.4) by some additional gluings (not inessential) or blowings up. One easily sees that any blowing up of B gives a wild algebra. Indeed, the crucial case is when n = 1, m = l = 0 and we blow up the end of the arrow β. Then, after reducing α 1 and γ, just as in the proof of Theorem 4.2, we obtain for the non-zero parts of the two arrows obtained from β the problem of the pair of posets (1, 1) and S 1 (see page 14), which is wild by [9, Theorem 2.3] . The other cases are even easier.
Thus no blowing up has been used. Suppose that we glue the ends of β (or some β k ) and γ (or some γ k ). Then, even for n = 1, m = l = 0, we obtain the algebra Given another pair (β ′ , γ ′ ) of the same kind, its defines an isomorphic representation if and only if there are invertible matrices X and Y such that Xβ = β ′ Y and Xγ = γ ′ Y , and T is of the form
where the subdivision of Y corresponds to that of β, γ. The Tits form of this matrix problem (see [5] ) is Q = x 2 + 2y 2 1 + y 2 2 + 2y 1 y 2 − 3xy 1 − 2xy 2 . As Q(2, 1, 1) = −1, this matrix problem is wild. Hence the algebra A is also wild. Analogously, one can see that if we glue ends of some of β i or γ i , we get a wild algebra (whenever this gluing is not inessential). Gluing of an end of some α i with an end of β or γ gives a wild quiver algebra as a subalgebra (again if it is not inessential). Just the same is in the case when we glue ends of some α i so that this gluing is not inessential and n > 3. It accomplishes the proof.
